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ABSTRACT 
An old theorem of Ostrowski states that the absolute value of the inverse of an 
tf-matrix is, componentwise, bounded by the inverse of a related M-matrix. III this 
note we discuss the quality of this bound and a related bound for triangular 
decompositions. 
In his famous paper, Ostrowski [ 121 associates with every matrix A = (~1,~) 
the comparison matrix 
(A) := (da,d~ ( 1 if i=k, “’ = \ - 1 otherwise. 
(A) is obtained f rom A if we replace the diagonal entries by their absolute 
values, and the off-diagonal entries by their negative absolute values. The 
matrix A is called an M-matrix if (A) = A and if there is a vector u > 0 with 
Au > 0 (inequalities and, later, absolute values are understood component- 
wise); many other equivalent definitions have been given in the literature (see 
e.g. Berman and Plemmons [2]). Ostrowski [12] showed that every M-matrix 
A is nonsingular and inverse positive, i.e. A ’ > 0. The matrix A is called an 
H-matrix if there is a vector u > 0 with (A) u > 0. Ostrowski [12] also 
showed that for H-matrices 
IA- ‘1~ (A)-'. (2) 
Equation (2) is relevant in the context of estimating matrix condition 
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nlurrbers ad cowtructillg error hunds for solutions of equations; see e.g. 
Anderson and Karasalo [l], Higham [6, 71, Karasalo [8], Manteuffel [Cl], and 
Nelunaier [ 10, 111. The purpose of this note is to discuss the amount of 
overestimation in (2) and a related sharper bound involving the triangula 
decomposition of A. 
Proof. Let U := Diag( A) be the diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries 
agree with that of A. Then 
lUl(I - 1-u. A=D(I-h), (A) = 
If we put H := I - A, then (H) = 1 - Ial and 
Z+!i?=(I-;Lq) ‘(Z-lAl+lAl-h)=(H) ‘H. 
Hence (A) l=(H)_ yL>I~‘=(I+Q)H ‘Inl~‘=(r+n)A ‘DlJ1( ’ and 
(A) ’ ~(1 + Q))IA~‘lDlIDl~ I =(I + ti)lA-‘l, giving the upper bound in 
(5). The lower bound is just (2). W 
For applications to error estimation (Nemnaier [lo]), bounds for II IA ‘It/l 
are required: e.g. we have IIA ‘llX =11/A ‘lelIX, where ~=(l,...,l)‘. 
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REMARKS. 
1. Since A is an H-matrix, there is u > 0 such that ( A)u > 0; hence 
I A ( u < u and the scaled maximum norm 
(IBlU>i 
IIBII t, := max 7 
i 
satisfies IlIll,, = 1 and 1lAl1, < 1. 
2. Suppose that the diagonal elements of A are positive. Then Q = 0 iff 
A is an M-matrix; hence 52 and o can be interpreted as a measure for the 
“departure of A from an M-matrix.” 
The bound (2) can be improved by using triangular decompositions of A. 
The restriction that A is an H-matrix can then be dropped. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a’ nonsingular n X n matrix possessing a decom- 
position A = LR into the product of two triangular matrices. Then 
IA-‘1 < (R)P’(L)P’. (8) 
Moreover, if A is an H-matrix then 
IA-‘I< (R)-‘(L)-‘< (A)-‘. 
The proof is based on the following 
LEMMA. Zf A = (aik), B = (bik), and for i, k = 1,. . . , n, 
then 
aiiai,bikb,, > 0, (10) 
(AR) G (A)(R). (11) 
(9) 
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Proof. We compare the (i, k) entries of (AR) and (A)(R). For i = k 
we have [(AR)],, = ]Ejuljbji] < Xj]“ij] ]‘j,] = ](A)(R)],l. 
For i # k we put 
p:= c a,jbjk, q := u,,b,,, r := (1 ,kbkk. 
jti.k 
By hypothesis, q and r have the same sign. Therefore (41 + Irj = lq + T I = 
I~+~+~-~l~l~+~+~l+l~l= -[(AB)lik+l~l, whence [(AB)lik< 
IPI - 141 - Irl G xj+i.klaijl lbjkl - la,il lbikl - laikl lbkkl = [(A)(‘)Ii,. n 
Proof of Theorem 2. Since A is n onsingular, L and R are nonsingular. 
But by Schriider [ 13, p. 42, Example 2.11, every nonsingular triangular matrix 
is an H-matrix; therefore IA~~‘I=JR~‘L~‘~~IR~‘III,~‘I~(R) ‘(I,)-‘, 
and (8) follows. Now the lemma, applied with L and R in place of A and R 
shows that 
(A) = (LR) < (L)(R). 
If now A is an H-matrix, then (A) ’ > 0; hence I < (A) ‘(L)(R), and 
since (R) l,(L)mL>O, th’. isimplies (R)-‘(L) -‘< (A)m1giving(9). w 
In certain cases, equality holds in (8) and (9). If A is an M-matrix, then 
(A) ’ = A-’ = ]A-‘(, so that (9) also implies ]A-‘] = (R) ‘(I,)-‘. This 
also follows from the fact (Fiedler and Ptak [3]) that the triangular factors of 
an M-matrix are themselves M-matrices, whence ]A I]= A ~’ = R ‘L ’ = 
(R) ‘(L) I. More generally, equality holds in (8) and (9) whenever A is 
sign equivalent to an M-matrix, i.e. if A = Z,BZ, with an M-matrix B and 
diagonal matrices Z,, Z, with IX,] = ]Ba] = I; indeed, all terms of (9) are 
invariant under such sign changes. In particular, equality holds in (8) and (9) 
for symmetric, positive definite tridiagonal matrices A, since these are sign 
equivalent to M-matrices; cf. Higham [6]. 
Certain nonsymmetric tridiagonal matrices which are diagonally equiv- 
alent to symmetric positive definite matrices also satisfy ]A ‘1 = 
(R ) ‘(I,) ‘, but for the “ tridiagonal” 2 X 2 matrix 
we have 
(R)-l(L)-I=+[; ;] #]A ‘1. 
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we always have 
and by a permutation of rows, an arbitrary 2 x 2 matrix can be brought into 
the form (12). But the example of the symmetric, balanced matrix 
A-‘= (; _;), (R)-'(L)-'= (; ;), 
shows that the classical pivoting strategies do not produce the optimum; an 
interchange of the two rows leads to 
A-‘=(_; y), (R)-l(L)-I=(; :‘]=IA-lI. 
For matrices of order n > 2 it is not clear how an optimal pivoting strategy 
should look. 
For strictly diagonally dominant matrices an easily computable upper 
bound for the overestimation in (8) can be obtained from (6) and (9). We 
relate to A = (a ik) the numbers 
p := ,=y” ,,laiilml C IaikL (13) 
, 3 k#i 
(y := is?? ,Ilaiilm’ C lalki. (14) 
, k#i 
o,,,l,l > 0 
Then (Y < p, and in the notation of Proposition 3.1 we have 11811, =/I, 
(1 IAl - AlI, = 2a; if A is strictly diagonally dominant, then j3 < 1, whence by 
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I/IA ‘lcll,<II(R)-‘CL) ‘cll,G (15) 
If (Y is small and j3 is not too close to 1, then (15) shows that (A) ’ is a 
reasonable bound for IA ‘1. Note that for M-matrices, (Y = 0. 
REMARK. If A is not diagonally dominant, then (8) can grossly over- 
estimate IA ‘I, an extreme case being certain nomiegative matrices A. 
Exponential overestimation is possible even for well-conditioned matrices. An 
example for this is the Frank matrix [4; 5, Example 3.121 
with 
I,=R“= 
A-‘= 
1 
1 1 
. . . 
i 1 
2 -1 
-1 2 
0 
where 
‘1 1 
1 2 
A= . . . 
,; 2 
CL) ’ ((R)-‘)T = 
0 
1 
. . . 2 
. . 
. . 
. n 
1 
1 . 
2 . 
0 
2 -1 
-1 Ii 
0 I 
. 
. 
. 
. . 2 1 II 
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whence ljA--‘ll, = 4, II(R)-‘(L) -illr = 1 + 2 + 2:’ + 2’ + . . . +22nm3 
= (4” + 2)/6. 
On the other hand, if the matrix A is nonnegative but diagonally 
dominant, then a = p in (13)-(15) and a severe overestimation is possible 
only if the factor 
2a I+P I+P=-.-- 
I-P I-P 
is large, i.e. if p is very close to 1. This theoretical possibility is however not 
observed in practice. Among 120 randomly generated 20 X20 diagonally 
dominant matrices A with p = 0.99, 0.9999, and 0.999999 and random c > 0, 
no case was found in which ll(R)~‘(L)P’cll, > 2111AP11clI,. It would be 
interesting to have an improved estimate of the type (15) explaining this. 
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